This invention relates generally to flatiron supports or rests and particularly concerns such rests as are adapted to be mounted on the top of an ironing table for ready use during the ironing operation.

In pending application Serial No. 240,362, filed November 27, 1962, now United States Patent No. 3,152,561, there is disclosed an ironing table top having longitudinal support ribs which not only support the top sheet but also serve as a guideway for slidable mounting a leg on the underside of the top. Such a guideway may also be used for slidable mounting other attachments on the top.

The primary object of the present invention is to provide an iron rest for mounting on an ironing table top which can be readily detachably connected to the ironing table top for sliding movement along the underside of the top between a stored position under the top and a use position extending beyond one edge of the top.

Another object of the invention is to provide an iron rest for connection to an ironing table top which rest is so configured as to provide a seat for firmly supporting the iron in a tilted position beyond one end of the top.

Still another object of the invention is to provide an iron rest for seating an iron adjacent to an ironing table top and which provides for smooth and easy insertion and removal of the iron from the support without sticking or binding.

With these objects in view the invention broadly comprises a flatiron support for attachment to an ironing table top having a built-in guide track extending longitudinally along the underside of one end portion thereof, said support having a bracket assembly for detachable mounting on the guide track for sliding movement therealong, the bracket assembly including a pair of spring tension members frictionally engaging the track, and a support member formed of metal rod configured to seat an iron in tilted position with the end portions of the rod attached to the bracket assembly for sliding movement of the support member therewith between a stored position under the top and a use position extending beyond one end of the top.

The above mentioned and still additional objects of the invention will be brought to light during the course of the following specification, reference being made to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an ironing table with the iron rest mounted thereon in operative position ready for use.

FIG. 2 is an enlarged end elevation of the table top and rest with a flatiron supported in the rest.

FIG. 3 is an inverted plan view of the iron rest and the supporting end portion of the table top as taken along line 3—3 of FIG. 1 and looking upward.

FIG. 4 is like FIG. 3 but with the iron rest in a collapsed or stored position under the top.

FIG. 5 is a longitudinal vertical section taken on line 5—5 of FIG. 3 and looking in the direction of the arrows.

FIG. 6 is a transverse vertical section taken on line 6—6 of FIG. 5.

Referring now more particularly to the drawings, reference characters will be used to denote like parts or structural features in the different views. The numeral 10 denotes generally an ironing table having an elongated top 11 and conventional front and rear legs 12 crossing longitudinally under the top to support it in elevated position.

The top 11 is constructed as described in the aforementioned pending application. It is provided with a flat top sheet 14 of perforate metal material surrounded by a peripheral marginal rim 15 which depends downwardly from the top sheet. A pair of elongated support ribs 16 extend longitudinally under the top sheet in transversely spaced parallelism with the ends of the ribs being integrally connected to the rim 15 as at 17. The ribs 16 are U-shaped in cross section, as shown in FIG. 6, and the inner facing walls thereof are provided with longitudinal grooves 18 which lie on a common horizontal plane parallel to the top sheet 14 to jointly form a longitudinal guideway on the underside of the top.

The iron rest is designated generally by the numeral 20. This comprises a bracket assembly 21 and an iron holder 22. The bracket assembly 21 includes a pair of side by side flat metal plates 24 which have their adjacent edges provided with central recesses 25. At the bottom of each recess there is a small tongue projection 26. The projection 26 are transversely aligned to jointly support a coil spring 27 the ends of which respectively encircle the projections. At either side of the recesses 25 the edge portions 28 of the plates 24 are bent slightly out of the plane of the plates in opposite directions enabling these portions of the plates to overlap each other as best shown in FIGS. 3, 4 and 6.

The iron holder 22 is formed of a single length of metal rod bent into the configuration best shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The end portions of the rod form short and long mounting legs respectively denoted at 29 and 31. These legs are generally parallel and are integrally attached one to each plate 24 as by spot welding at points 32. Each of the legs has a medial offset 33 so that the legs while secured to the top of plates 24 will extend outwardly under the rim 15 as best shown in FIG. 5. The central portion of the rod is formed in a trapezoidal shape with transversely extending portions 34 and 35 converging toward a connector segment 36 which extends parallel to the leg 31. The segment 36 has its central portion downwardly arched as at 37 (FIG. 5) to form a cradle for a steam iron handle. Opposing the segment 36 the leg 31 is provided with a pair of rollers 39 which are journaled in longitudinally spaced positions on the leg and held in place by small ribs 40 which are stamped from the sides of the leg.

The trapezoidal portion of the rest 20 is formed to seat and hold a conventional flatiron A having a base B, an operating handle C, and a power supply cord D.

When the table is not in use the rest is stored under the top in the position shown in FIG. 4. Here it is in a completely out of the way position where it does not in any way interfere with storage or erection or folding of the table. When the table is erected, as shown in FIG. 1, the operator grasps the rest by the portion 35 and pulls it outwardly to the position shown as FIGS. 1—3 and 5. The portions 33 engage the rim 15 to stop the outward movement. As the support is pulled outwardly the plates 24 will slide along the grooves 18 in the ribs 16, being held in yieldingly tight frictional engagement with the ribs under the compressive force of spring 27.

When in use position the flatiron A may be readily and safely placed to rest in tilted position in the seat provided by the support member 20 with the rear portion of the handle resting in the portion 37 and the base resting against the rollers 39. In such position the iron does not interfere with the operator's access to the top 11 and the handle thereof extends towards the operator for convenient manual gripping. The rollers 39 aid in smooth insertion and removal of the iron.

The entire support may be readily removed from the top by merely squeezing the legs 29 and 31 together against the compressive force of spring 27 causing inward
withdrawing of the plates 24 from the respective grooves 18.

The invention accordingly economically and effectively carries out the aforementioned objectives. It is understood that suitable modifications may be made in the structure as disclosed, provided such modifications come within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. Having now therefore fully illustrated and described my invention, what I claim to be new and desire to protect by Letters Patent is:

1. An iron rest for mounting on an ironing table top having a pair of ribs extending longitudinally along the underside thereof, a bracket having a pair of mounting plates lockingly engageable one with each rib, spring means acting between the plates to urge them into locking engagement but yieldable to release the plates from such engagement with the ribs, an iron support member mounted on the bracket and extending therefrom in a direction parallel to the ribs beyond one end of the top for supporting an iron adjacent that end of the top.

2. The subject matter of claim 1 wherein said ribs are provided with longitudinal tracks into which said mounting plates extend allowing the plates to slide therein when in said locking engagement for movement of the support to a stored position under the top.

3. An iron rest for use in combination with an ironing table top having a pair of ribs extending longitudinally along the underside thereof, a mounting bracket adapted for connection with said ribs near one end of the top, an iron rest comprising a length of metal rod formed in a trapezoidal shape with the rod end portions extending in parallelism under the top and connected to the bracket.

4. The subject matter of claim 3 wherein the base rod portion of the rest has roller means journaled thereon and the opposing rod portion is provided with a downward dip for respective seating by said portions of the base and the handle of an iron.

5. In an iron rest for mounting on an ironing table top having guide means extending longitudinally along the underside of one end portion of the top, a bracket assembly including a pair of spring tensioned members adapted for releasable frictional sliding engagement with the guide means for movement therealong between an outer position near the one table end and an inner position spaced inwardly therefrom, an iron holder formed of a single length of metal rod having its end portions parallel and secured one to each of said spring tensioned members and extending from the bracket assembly toward said one end, the central portion of the rod being configured in a straight sided loop on a generally horizontal plane to receive and seat the lower rear portion of an iron with the forward portion of the iron tilted upwardly, said loop having sides adapted to be spaced transversely of the table and of different lengths for respectively seating the handle and base of the iron.
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